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Radha celebrating Holi, ca 1788.



Sudama bows 
at the glimpse 
of Krishna's 
golden palace 
in Dwarka. ca
1775-1790 
painting.





































Mangala, the planet Mars, holding mace and water-pot and unusually riding a 
tiger.  By a Mankot artist, c.1700-20.  83 by 131 mm; page 107 by 155 mm.  
Add.Or.4318, acquired 1986.  noc

Mangala wears a lotus-topped crown, a sprigged dhoti, and a muslin dupatta
with flowered ends, and rides facing left on a snarling orange and white tiger.  
The ground is a dark red, with a narrow band of cloud-streaked sky at the top 
and another of green at the bottom; the latter is lightly applied over the dark 
red ground, and is relieved by clumps of white daisies.  Inscribed above in 
white takri characters is the name Magala and on the verso is a verse detailing 
the consequences good or evil of seeing the planet, indicating the painting 
comes from a dream manual.  The iconography is unusual, since Mangala
normally rides a goat. The composition is typical of early Pahari painting with 
the subject silhouetted against a coloured ground with flowers below and a 
sky above, but without any indication of space or spatial recession.  



Rama and 
Laksmana are 
pinned by 
serpentine 
arrows.  By a 
Pahari artist 
from Bahu or 
Kulu, from the 
Shangri 
Ramayana, 
Style III, circa 
1700-10.  186 
by 290 mm; 
page 215 x 316 
mm. 
Add.Or.5696, 
acquired 2010. 



Raja Shamsher Sen of Mandi (reg. 
1727-81) enjoying a smoke.  By a 
Mandi artist, 1760-70.  180 by 207 
mm.  Add.Or.5600, acquired 2006.  
From the collection of W.G. and 
Mildred Archer (1967, no. 30).  noc

Raja Shamsher Sen of Mandi is 
kneeling on a terrace and much 
enjoying the fragrant smoke from a 
hookah.  The artist shows the 
tobacco smoke rising from the 
hookah’s burning pan before some is 
drawn down and through the 
rosewater in the body of the hookah 
and then emerging from the raja’s 
mouth.  He is accompanied by a 
young attendant waving a white 
cloth



The marriage 
ceremony of Vasudeva
and Devaki.  
Illustration to the 
Bhagavata Purana.  By 
a Guler artist at 
Basohli, possibly Fattu
son of Manaku, c. 
1760.



Radha makes love to Krishna in a grove.  An illustration to the 
Rasikapriya of Keshav Das.  Kangra, c. 1820.  Attributed to 
Purkhu and his school.  248 by151 mm; page 272 by 177 mm.  
Add.Or.26, acquired 1955 (Falk and Archer 1981, no. 548).
















